OSBA is pleased to offer a subscription benefit for its member districts.

The OSBA Virtual Transportation Supervisor (VTS) program provides school administrators responsible for student transportation services access to transportation expertise, guidance, training, networking opportunities, data and resources all at an affordable cost.

A new feature of the program is an introductory training session for new supervisors. This session will orient supervisors and help them prepare for the challenges of transportation management. If you have a new supervisor, this program will give them a lifeline to hang onto throughout the school year.

A subscription to the program entitles districts to the new supervisor orientation as well as multiple events and services for a yearly subscription fee of $250. The district subscription is valid for multiple administrators from the district; it does not limit access to one individual.
**OSBA Virtual Transportation Supervisor Program**

The VTS program will help ensure each district has the necessary resources to successfully run its transportation operation and has access to guidance as needed to maintain safety and efficiency.

Unique services offered with this subscription include:

- Regional in-services meetings around the state. These regional mid-day meetings will include discussion on hot topics, rules and regulations, and other issues that you want to bring to the table. Participation in these meetings will meet the administrative code requirement for ongoing transportation administrator training (a $95 value).

- Review of your district T-1 and T-2 reports prior to submittal to the state. OSBA staff will evaluate your draft report and compare it to state standards and other metrics to evaluate data reasonableness, audit risk and identify areas of concern on your report (compared to $200 to $400 in consulting fees).

- New supervisor orientation. This feature includes a supervisor reference manual and training session at the OSBA office to help him or her prepare for the first 90 days on the job (comparable cost of $300).

- This subscription includes up to two hours of additional consulting at the current OSBA rates without an additional contract.

- Access to the OSBA Transportation Services’ advanced reference library. This online resource includes many resources that you might need in your transportation work, all in one place.

- A district comparative cost analysis that evaluates the district’s transportation costs compared to peer districts. This service is included in the subscription price and is available to all VTS subscribers upon request (a $500 value).

- Cost analysis calculators, efficiency ratings and budget impact forecasts for each district in the state. You also receive a convenient tool to help calculate your actual operating and labor cost for purposes of internal budgeting and cost determination on approved field trips (compared to $200 to $400 in consulting fees).

- Continued access to the OSBA Pupil Transportation e-Alerts, a transportation specific e-newsletter that includes upcoming events, news about current transportation issues and other important information on running a successful pupil transportation program in your district.

Contact OSBA at (614) 540-4000 or (800) 589-OSBA to learn more.